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life's a bear! this 1996 film follows singer eric burdon as he
attempts to cope with alzheimer's while reconnecting with his

daughter. it's one of the most insightful depictions of the disease
and one of the most emotional comedies of all time. s urfers who

want to watch the olympic dream of south korea's lee seung-
hoon (yume no crayon) under the same circumstances as the

winner of the race will need to wait a while. a unanimous vote of
seven judges awarded the gold to lee, with a final vote of nine
judges going to 21-year-old russian andrei rylov. a look at the
giant outdoor sculptures in the u.s. that inspire people to be

creators. the sculpturecenter is a museum, nonprofit art
organization and research center dedicated to documenting,

promoting and conserving contemporary sculpture. music
feature on the life of frederick kaufman, the first person to play a
trombone in a professional orchestra after losing both his eyes
and hearing to an accident. talking heads from nyc's sidewalk
cafes, the new york philharmonic, frederick's family, a former
dean of the juilliard school of music, and the renowned music

critic harold schonberg talk about the changing face of new york
and the evolution of classical music. from this selection of indian
channels, you can switch to whatever programme, sports event,
or movie you want to watch. once you are set up with the app,
you can access its features to enjoy viewing tv online with the
android-powered tv, and to watch movies. albeed's smart tv

needs no power cables , and will work with any hdmi-equipped
tv. this is indeed ideal for travelers in a laptop bag or backpack

who want to stay connected when theyre on the move.
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no way around it: you're
going to need to shell out for

some dedicated av
equipment, but if you're

hooked on action and you
don't want to go the route of
a console or pc, you may just

have found the perfect fit.
that's the case if you're a die-

hard, genre-loving action-
adventure buff, because

there are plenty of hardcore
shooters in every genre to
choose from. games like

onimusha, golden axe, and
the halo series are known for
being extremely satisfying to
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play and to master. for a less-
strenuous experience, there's
also the ever-popular cast of
characters from the pasty-

skinned, two-handed sword-
swinging, devil-faced hordes
of hellgate ultimate and its

ilk. or, if you want something
a little more complex, there

are great games like the
legend of zelda series, or the
mass effect series. beyond
that, it's all about your own
personal preferences and
what you're comfortable
with. if you want to play

perfectly-rendered,
immersive 3d graphics,
you're going to need the

latest and greatest devices,
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but if you want to get your
kicks with a better-looking

nes-era game like final fight,
there's no reason to spend
more than a few hundred

dollars. nosogames.com will
be the sole source of the
latest news, reviews, and
previews for games like

these. on our website, you'll
find articles, videos, and
podcasts! you can read a

review of the specific game
you're interested in or read

about the making of the
game. check out our social

media page and stay
updated on all things

nosogames! you can also
watch videos of us playing
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the games and having
interviews with the
developers. enjoy!
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